Lighting for Network Cameras – The Dark Art
Every camera needs light to see and network cameras are no different. Network cameras need
lighting to achieve high quality images at night, reduce their bandwidth and storage requirements and
to allow faster frame rates. Without good lighting network cameras won’t live up to their full potential;
they will not be able to deliver the superior resolutions they are capable of, and may overload a
system with the large amount of data they generate.
Benefits of correctly illuminating your network camera:






High Quality Night-Time Images
Save up to 90% on bandwidth usage
Save up to 90% on storage space
Allows Higher Frame Rates
Allow Video Analytics to Work

Megapixel Cameras and their Requirement for Light
There is one simple rule to remember, if all other variables stay equal the resolution of a camera
increases as its sensitivity to light decreases. This is down to the size of the individual pixels on a
sensor (think of the pixel as a little bucket to collect light). Consider the two examples below:

Clearly the sensor on the right with 16 pixels has 4 times the resolution of the sensor on the left with 4
pixels. But take a look at the size of the individual pixels on each sensor; the pixels on the sensor on
the left are much larger, capable of collecting much more light and are therefore able to deliver better
performance in lower light conditions.
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Because of the relationship between a camera’s resolution and its requirement for light, professional
lighting is even more advantageous with modern megapixel cameras than it is with analogue
technology. The higher the resolution of the camera, the more light that is required to deliver high
quality images at night.

Video Compression needs Good Lighting
Moving to megapixel allows for higher resolution images, each containing more data than standard
analogue images. The benefits are numerous and include sharper pictures, the ability to cover larger
areas with one camera, and the ability to digitally zoom into the image and maintain a good image
quality. But of course, increasing the data in each frame increases the file size of each frame resulting
in greater network and storage demands.
Higher Resolution = Larger File Size = More Bandwidth and Storage
Video compression is an essential part of the megapixel camera’s offering because, without it, a lot
more data has to be handled leading to higher bandwidth and storage requirements. Compression
techniques such as H.264 work on compressing the raw data into smaller ‘chunks’ to reduce
bandwidth requirements. In simple terms compression works by replicating data from previous frames
and only the pixels that have changed (due to colour or movement) are transmitted and updated in
the live video image.
Most security professionals will be familiar with the noisy “white-noise” images that cameras produce
when there is not enough light on scene. With each pixel changing frequently the camera is fooled
into thinking there is constant movement throughout the image and this prevents video compression
from working.
A fundamental benefit of professional lighting for network cameras results from delivering enough light
to prevent noise in the image. In turn this provides higher quality pictures, allows compression
techniques to work and substantially reduces bandwidth and storage requirements.
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Practical Demonstrations

From these test images it’s easy to see that adding lighting to a megapixel camera dramatically
reduces bandwidth and storage requirements at night. But a closer inspection reveals other lessons
that can be learned: Consider the bit-rate of each test with the IR off – all are pretty similar. Now
review the bit-rate of the three images taken with the IR on. The lowest bit-rate is seen on the image
from the darkbox test, followed by the image from the indoors tests, with the lowest saving (still a
significant 74%) achieved with the outdoor camera. This occurs because in indoor environments the
IR lighting has more opportunity to illuminate the full scene and the scene is more likely to contain
objects able to reflect light back to the camera. With an outdoor scene, the IR will never be able to
illuminate the sky – which often represents a significant part of the image.
Take another look at the outdoor images - in both images the intruder holds a flashlight. Without any
IR lighting the flashlight appears as a bright spot in the image, an area overexposed to the camera.
By adding Infra-Red not only can the whole scene now be seen, but glare from the flashlight is
reduced. The extra light provided by the IR illuminator means there is less contrast between the
brightest and darkest parts of the image and the camera can handle the dynamic range of the scene
much more effectively.
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- Largest Savings available on indoor scenes
- For outdoor applications, pointing the camera down to include less sky in the image will provide
greater bandwidth and storage savings
- Adding IR light reduces the effect of glare from flashlights, streetlights and headlights

Guidelines for Installers and Specifiers
Like all cameras, network cameras require good quality, even illumination to produce the best images
at night. But in addition, network cameras have further demands for light. They need lighting to reduce
bandwidth and storage, to allow video analytics to work and to support higher resolution images. By
adding professional lighting network cameras can provide fantastic images whether supported by
Infra-Red or White-Light. Take a look at what is possible:

Raytec offer a free lighting design service to assist all installers and specifiers in choosing the best
locations for lighting, correct light levels (minimum, maximum and average) and to provide the energy
savings possible in using Raytec’s Infra-Red or White-Light LED technology.
Raytec also support installers of network cameras with a range of illuminators directly powered from
PoE to make installation easier, quicker and more cost effective when only PoE is available.
More developments, purpose designed for the unique requirements of network cameras, are planned
for the future.
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Dedicated PoE Lighting for IP & MP Cameras

Conclusion
Operating network cameras at night will always come down to a choice for the end user. Without light,
the end user needs to pay to increase the system data handling capability, both bandwidth and
storage, accept lower frame rates and accept significantly lower quality video, or limit the number of
cameras in a system. Alternatively they can choose to add lighting to support their network cameras,
lowering infra-structure costs, delivering better pictures and allowing video analytics to work to its full
potential.
Only one of these solutions delivers fantastic night-time pictures: Use lighting to support your network
cameras!
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